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Questions and Answers: (Questions may be paraphrased or edited)
Q: What type of analytic and automation software is the City referring to in the RFP?
A: The City would like to use the Video Surveillance System to act as a force multiplier for our public
safety organizations. To that effect, we would like the system to be able to automate searches,
recognize reoccurring items in video (such as the same truck on consecutive days), and otherwise for
beyond a simple date/time query for each video.
Q: Does the City want the Video Surveillance System to recognize individual license plates or to simply
be able to zoom in and read said license plate?
A: The City would like to be able to zoom in and read license plates. Obviously anything beyond that
would be a plus.
Q: What does the City mean by “audit trail of digital access to video equipment”?
A: The City wishes to use this Video Surveillance System as a law enforcement and investigation tool, to
that effect, the integrity of the information is paramount to its usefulness. The City needs to able to
ensure that the data has not been tampered with, and only those who need access to the information
are able to while ensuring there is a log of who accessed what and when.
Q: In reference to the locations identified in Appendix 1, what kind of data network connections does
the City have?
A: There is either a direct connection or line-of-sight within 100 yards to the City’s private fiber data
network at each location except for the location identified as Morningside Park. Any network
connection from Morningside Park will need to be based on a cellular data connection.
Q: What type of network equipment and connection is in place at the locations identified in Appendix 1
that have a connection to the City’s data network?
A: The type of connections and equipment at said locations will not be disclosed in a public document
for security reasons. However, the City contracts all of its networking services to a 3rd party and any
connections for Video Surveillance Equipment will be delegated to said vendor. Respondents must
ensure that their equipment will be able to connect either wirelessly or by a standard CAT 5e or CAT 6
Ethernet cable.
Q: Does the City own power poles or transmission points at the identified locations? Also does the City
have power or plan to provide power to those locations?

A: The City will assume responsibility for providing power and mounting points for all cameras and
associated equipment for the Video Surveillance System. The City has an excellent working relationship
with related entities to ensure equipment has a place to go.
Q: Does the City’s data network connect to the location of the operations center for the Video
Surveillance System?
A: Yes. All of the City’s data network connections will connect to the location of the operations center
for the Video Surveillance System.
Q: Where does the City plan to locate its operations center for the Video Surveillance System?
A: The City plans to initially place the operations center in the Columbus Police Department.
Q: Does the City plan to stream the video for public consumption?
A: No. The City plans to use the Video Surveillance System as a law enforcement tool.
Q: Are there any concerns with data bandwidth usage?
A: Not explicitly. The City’s data network will be able to handle the increased traffic from the system.

